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Mark Strand

ELEGY FOR MY FATHER

(Robert Strand 1908-68)

1. The Empty Body

The hands were yours, the arms were yours.

But you were not there.

The eyes were yours, but they were closed and would not open.

The distant sun was there.

The moon poised on the hill's white shoulder was there.

The wind on Bedford Basin was there.

The pale green light of winter was there.

Your mouth was there.

But you were not there.

When somebody spoke, there was no answer.

Clouds in the blind air came down
And buried the buildings along the water.

And the water was silent.

The gulls stared.

The years, the hours, that would not find you

Turned in the wrists of others.

There was no pain. It had gone.

There were no secrets. There was nothing to say.

The shade scattered its ashes.

The body was yours, but you were not there.

The air shivered against its skin.

The dark leaned into its eyes.

But you were not there.
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2. Answers

Why did you travel?

Because the house was cold.

Why did you travel?

Because it is what I have always done between sunset and

sunrise.

What did you wear?

I wore a blue suit, a white shirt, yellow tie, and yellow socks.

What did you wear?

/ wore nothing. A scarf of pain kept me warm.

Who did you sleep with?

7 slept with a different woman each night.

Who did you sleep with?

I slept alone. I have always slept alone.

Why did you lie to me?

I always thought I told the truth.

Why did you lie to me?

Because the truth lies like nothing else and I love the truth.

Why are you going?

Because nothing means much to me anymore.

Why are you going?

I don't know. I have never known.

How long shall I wait for you?

Do not wait for me. I am tired and I want to lie down.

Are you tired and do you want to lie down?

Yes, I am tired and 1 want to lie down.
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3. Your Dying

Nothing could stop you.

Not the best day. Not the quiet. Not the ocean rocking.

You went on with your dying.

Not the trees

Under which you walked, not the trees that shaded you.

Not the doctor

Who warned you, the white-haired young doctor who saved

you once.

You went on with your dying.

Nothing could stop you. Not your son. Not your daughter

Who fed you and made you into a child again.

Not your son who thought you would live forever.

Not the wind that shook your lapels.

Not the stillness that offered itself to your motion.

Not your shoes that grew heavier.

Not your eyes that refused to look ahead.

Nothing could stop you.

You sat in your room and stared at the city

And went on with your dying.

You went to work and let the cold enter your clothes.

You let blood seep into your socks.

Your face turned white.

Your voice cracked in two.

You leaned on your cane.

But nothing could stop you.

Not your friends who gave you advice.

Not your son. Not your daughter who watched you grow
small.
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Not fatigue that lived in your sighs.

Not your lungs that would fill with water.

Not your sleeves that carried the pain of your arms.

Nothing could stop you.

You went on with your dying.

When you played with children you went on with your dying.

When you sat down to eat.

When you woke up at night, wet with tears, your body sobbing.

You went on with your dying.

Nothing could stop you.

Not the past.

Not the future with its good weather.

Not the view from your window, the view of the graveyard.

Not the city. Not the terrible city with its wooden buildings.

Not defeat. Not success.

You did nothing but go on with your dying.

You put your watch to your ear.

You felt yourself slipping.

You lay on the bed.

You folded your arms over your chest and you dreamed of the

world without you.

Of the space under the trees.

Of the space in your room.

Of the spaces that would now be empty of you.

And you went on with your dying.

Nothing could stop you.

Not your breathing. Not your life.

Not the life you wanted.

Not the life you had.

No, nothing could stop you.
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4. Your Shadow

You have your shadow.

The places where you were have given it back.

The hallways and bare lawns of the orphanage have given it

back.

The Newsboys Home has given it back.

The streets of New York have given it back and so have the

streets of Montreal.

The rooms in Belem where lizards would snap at mosquitos

have given it back.

The dark streets of Manaus and the damp streets of Rio have

given it back.

Mexico City where you wanted to leave it has given it back.

And Halifax where the harbor would wash its hands of you has

given it back.

You have your shadow.

When you traveled the white wake of your going sent your

shadow below, but when you arrived it was there to greet

you. You had your shadow.

The doorways you entered lifted your shadow from you and

when you went out, gave it back. You had your shadow.

Even when you forgot your shadow, you found it again; it had

been with you.

Once in the country the shade of a tree covered your shadow
and you were not known.

Once in the country you thought your shadow had been cast by
somebody else. Your shadow said nothing.

Your clothes carried your shadow inside; when you took them
off, it spread like the dark of your past. You still had
your shadow.
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And your words gave you back your shadow.

Your friends gave you back your shadow.

Your enemies gave you back your shadow. They said it was

heavy and would cover your grave.

Your wife took your shadow and said she would keep it; she

died and you found it beside you on the bed.

You hated the sun because in the morning it would take your

shadow and at night would give it back unused, untouched.

The night was good for it was your shadow and you were large

surrounding the moon.

Winter took your shadow which lay like a long cape on the

snow and gave it back with your breath.

When you died your shadow slept at the mouth of the furnace

and ate ashes for bread.

It rejoiced among ruins.

It watched while others slept.

It shone like crystal among the tombs.

It composed itself like air.

It wanted to be like snow on water.

It wanted to be nothing, but that was not possible.

It came to my house.

It sat on my shoulders.

Your shadow is yours. I told it so. I said it was yours.

I have carried it with me too long. I give it back.
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5. Mourning

They mourn for you

When you rise at midnight.

When you rise and the dew glitters on the stone of your cheeks.

They mourn for you.

They lead you back into the empty house.

They carry the chairs and tables inside.

They sit you down and teach you to breathe.

And your breath burns, it burns the pine box

And the ashes fall like sunlight.

They give you a book and tell you to read.

They listen and their eyes fill with tears.

The women stroke your fingers.

They comb the yellow back into your hair.

They shave the frost from your beard.

They knead your thighs.

They dress you in fine clothes.

They rub your hands to keep them warm.
They feed you. They offer you money.
They get on their knees and beg you not to die.

When you rise at midnight they mourn for you.
They close their eyes and whisper your name over and over.
But they cannot drag the buried light from your veins.

They cannot reach your dreams.

Old man, there is no way.

Rise and keep rising, it does no good.
They mourn for you the way they can.
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6. The New Year

It is winter and the new year.

Nobody knows you.

Away from the stars, from the rain of light.

You lie under the weather of stones.

There is no thread to lead you back.

Your friends doze in the dark

Of pleasure and cannot remember.

Nobody knows you. You are the neighbor of nothing.

You do not see the rain falling and the man walking away.

The soiled wind blowing its ashes across the city.

You do not see the sun dragging the moon like an echo.

You do not see the bruised heart go up in flames.

The skulls of the innocent turn into smoke.

You do not see the scars of plenty, the eyes without light.

It is over. It is winter and the new year.

The meek are hauling their skins into heaven.

The hopeless are suffering the cold with those who have noth-

ing to hide.

It is over and nobody knows you.

There is starlight drifting on the black water.

There are stones in the sea no one has seen.

There is a shore and people are waiting.

And nothing comes back.

Because it is over.

Because there is silence instead of a name.

Because it is winter and the new year.
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Dennis Schmitz

CHICAGO: STAR & GARTER THEATER

it is always night here

faces close but never heal

only the eyes develop

scabs when we sleep & head

by head the dream is drained

into the white pool

of the screen, we go on rehearsing

THE REVENGE OF FRANKENSTEIN:
my arm is sewn to your shoulder

your father's awful penis

& an actual criminal brain

take root under the projector's

cold moon. I wanted to do

only good. I plant my mouth

& kisses grow all over skidrow.

now the fat ladies of the night

are lowered into lace

stockings & strapped into their black

apparatus, this body is grafted

to theirs, alone we are helpless;

but put together winos, whores

& ambivalent dead we walk the daytime

world charged with our beauty.
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CHICAGO: QUEEN OF HEAVEN MAUSOLEUM

white as coal ash pressed

again in veins, fuel for the living

I lay all summer in the fourth

floor crypts chipping

the excess we poured in the footings

for the dead, the foreman knelt

handing in the tools

his face framed by this inner

world square as an oven

in which my flesh warmed

death's inspired

ingredients, which was my hand

& which the dead hand wanting to pry

open the future, the concrete

forms a dead father reinforces

as he fills his son's

teetering flesh, after a moment

my eyes film, magnify

sparks dropping from the darkness

like snowflakes. I fall

back into the frozen position

of the dead or the foetus I once saw

in the clear icy jacket of a jar.

around my ankles something tightens

& pulls my legs straight

in this second more awkward birth

when the grinning foreman slaps

me from my faint will I cry

14
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BATHING IN DEAD MAN CREEK

(for George Keithley)

I wake in another

skin, healed, having thrown

off all I had forgotten

I carried: what genetic chains

or weight the eyes gain

as they gather the loose change

of my life, what series of wombs
assembles us from the glazed

tide-pool shells & crawly

animals many winters ate

when glaciers pressed the dead

from their bodies & the soul remained

a fossilized handprint on the placenta.

this stream comes back

again this year having handled

roots & grazed in road-beds

till it assumes the currents & grain

of every living thing the seasons

put their hands to.
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Hilde Domin

FINGERNAGELGROSS

In a meadow,

big as your fingernail

the Great Changer

sleeps

who reaches

through the earth

as through water

he could

tip the scales with wind fill

a sail

with joy

dancestep

when he gets up

he feathers the fruit

brings a new order

sleeps

in you in me
big as a fingernail.

translated by Ann Boehm
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BULLETIN

1

And always the garden

under blossoming trees

always

breakfast

under the earth

dreampeople

the hanged

our children.

2

Bones

and stones

stones are not to be thrown

stones are

not to be not thrown

walls can be built with stones

don't

build walls.

Arms

let them fall

arms raise

embrace

in tears

Instructions for the Use

of Arms.
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TRAVELING LIGHT

Don't settle down.

You don't dare settle down.

A rose is a rose.

But a home
is not a home.

Discourage those lapdog items

wagging their welcome

from the shopwindow.

They're wrong. You
don't smell of permanence.

One spoon is better than two.

Hang it around your neck,

you are allowed one

because you can't ladle

hot things with your hand.

Sugar would run through your fingers,

like comfort,

like desire,

the moment

of possession.

You are allowed one spoon,

one rose,

possibly a heart

and, possibly,

a grave.
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MANY

Many lie there

I dip my hand in the water

I touch the forehead of one

the hair

the delicate curve of the neck

when I touch the hair

it still smells

the dead man stands up

he is almost in the room

then I touch your hair

it is his

there are many hundreds

or you lift your hand, you say something

one stands up

the floor beneath me
is another floor

the sun is another sun

when they come

one of them

his figure covering yours

I touch his hair

when I touch yours.

translated by David Young
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Richard Shelton

THE SEVEN AGES OF MAN

1 .

The Age of Miracles

returns to a small

village in Peru

they recognize him

at once and rush out

to meet him singing

carrying cripples

and diseased children

after the ceremony

they are happier

than they have ever been

they proclaim a holiday

of joy and divide

his flesh among them

placing his bones

carefully like seeds

in a new grave
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2 .

The Age of Romance

sits on a hill

and looks toward the sea

beyond him the surface

of the water tears light

into a thousand pieces

and throws them

in all directions

soon he will get up

and return to his house

in the city

he will look out the window

and it will be twilight

darkness will begin to build

its nest under the eaves

this beautiful pain

lasts such a short time

he will say

and so few notice it
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3 .

The Age of Desire

walks all night through streets

of a foreign city whose language

he does not speak

his feet are delicate

his boots highly polished

in each lighted window

he sees images of what his life

could be if it were real

he knows exactly what he wants

but cannot find it

every morning he returns

to his small ugly room

takes out a loaded revolver

places it on the table

and writes in his diary

the entry for tomorrow
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4 .

The Age of Despair

rides into town

on a crippled horse

his eyes are pale and blue

his eyebrows droop

like twin mustaches

his worn suitcase

is covered with labels

Bombay Marrakesh Rome
Brisbane Tampico Des Moines

Fairbanks La Tierra Eterna

he looks at the muddy
streets and wooden sidewalks

his eyes shift

toward the mountains

he knows this place

is like all the others

5 .

The Age of War

poses like a young man
on his wedding night
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his magnificent profile

appears on the coins

of many countries

beneath the mask

his eye-sockets are empty

he is older than anyone

but our hearts cannot resist

a man so young and beautiful

and so blind

6 .

The Age of Elegance

arrives and there is

no one to meet him

no porters no taxis

the wind outside

blows and blows

taking one satchel

containing underwear

a clean shirt money

and a pistol he

begins to walk

down a dirt road

toward several small

bumps on the horizon



which he correctly

assumes to be

civilization

7 .

The Age of Progress

speeds down the freeway

making history

evening arrives

but what can he do

with such a thing

nothing exists for him

unless it is advertised

the coyote and quail

did not ask his

permission to live

so he carries a gun

and shoots at close range

he deals in real estate

the mountains fear him more

than they fear an earthquake

they know the deadly angel

who troubled the waters

now troubles the land



Gary Gildner

PASSION PLAY

I am the son who steers his father's chair, his hawk
fingers caressing a nugget of nitroglycerin

We are ten angels in two straight lines, under the eyes

of a woman who wears a fox

We are a pair of clerics

who wager the Pirates have all the guns

I am the one with a good nose

I smell camel manure, sawdust, urine, sperm

I am a girl with marvelous legs, because of me
men groan in their sleep, palm their throbbing hearts

I am a boy in spotless white bucks

she has promised me her blood

I am a child with chalk for bones, I am tied flat

they oil my crank, they point me in the right direction

We are the ones who twitch and shiver and drip

our nerves are a joke

I am blind, I squeeze

a rubber ball, I keep in shape

I am a white woman in a green sari

my companion, the midget, crosses and recrosses his bandy

legs
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I am the midget

my companion wears a dot of lipstick on her brow; I adore

it

I am a housewife and mother

the midget kicks my chair, breathes on my hair

I am a breadwinner

I carry binoculars; I have a boil on my neck

I am a teacher from Kansas

I have run away to love, to give and receive

I am a widow, I prefer dark meat, the liver

I sew having buried my husband's genitals

I am Christ

everyone knows my story; I am surrounded

I am Judas

I am cursed in bars

We are the camels, we drive Pilate the fanatic

crazy with our filth

I am Peter, I am bored to death

denying my Master three nights a week

I am the blind man, I switch my ball from hand to hand

anxious for the cock to crow

I am the child

He has promised me Eternal Life
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We are the lovers

our mouths water

I am the teacher

crush my lips

We are the clerics

we are on vacation

I am the breadwinner

my boil has come to a head

I am the mother

I have lost a breast; my husband wipes his neck

I am the midget, I feel

spikes in my feet, I kick

I am his companion

I tried to be a Catholic

I am the son, my father says wait

your turn will come

I am the mannikin

at the Resurrection I rise, I glow

We are the hands that man the booths at the end

we hold up beads, authentic rags

We are the ones who rush

who brush away our tears, who buy
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Charles Simic

BREASTS

I love breasts, hard

Full breasts, guarded

By a button.

They come in the night.

The bestiaries of the ancients

Which include the unicorn

Have kept them out.

Pearly, like the east

An hour before sunrise.

Two ovens of the only

Philosopher's stone

Worth bothering about.

They bring on their nipples:

Salver of inaudible sighs.

Vowels of delicious clarity

For the little red school-house of our mouths.

Elsewhere, solitude

Makes another gloomy entry

In its ledger, poverty hangs

Stripped from a butcher's meat hook . . .

They draw nearer: Animal

Presence. In the barn

The milk shivers in the pail.

I like to come up to them

From underneath, like a kid

Who climbs on a chair

To reach a jar of forbidden jam.
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Gently, with my lips

Loosen the button.

Have them slip into my hands

Like two freshly poured beer-mugs.

I spit on fools who fail to include

Breasts in their metaphysics.

Star-gazers who have not enumerated them

Among the moons of the earth . . .

They give each finger

Its true shape, its joy:

Virgin soap, foam

On which our hands are cleansed.

And how the tongue honors

These two sour buns.

For the tongue is a feather

Dipped in egg-yolk.

I insist that a girl

Stripped to the waist

Is the first and last miracle.

That the old janitor on his deathbed

Who asks to see the breasts of his wife

For one last time

Is the greatest poet who ever lived.

O my sweet, o my wistful bagpipes.

Look, everyone is asleep on the earth.

Now, in the absolute immobility

Of time, drawing the waist

Of the one I love to me.
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I will tip each breast

Like a dark heavy grape

Into the hive

Of my drowsy mouth.
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Michael Benedikt

THE MORALIST OF BANANAS

A rustle from the vale — the Saint has gone out to the fields

again, to the good, clear fields, there to preach a sermon to the

bananas about the suggestiveness of their shapes. It's easy to

see why he is called the Moralist of Bananas, too. Every few

weeks he announces in town that he is going out to have a

serious discussion with the bananas, about the bananas, and for

the bananas. "Oh, the objectionable banana!" he cries out as

he approaches the bunches of bananas, his thin, hairy legs

flashing beneath his long white robes, "O bananas, not only are

you shaped in a bodily fashion, but you even ripen by turning

from an innocent canary yellow, to bright yellow, to orange,

and then to bright skin pink! And some of you, losing all con-

trol, even turn bright red, with flesh-tones of jet black!" Be-

lieve me, when they see the Saint approaching, the field is filled

with fleeing figures, and the rustling of the disentangling of the

novice lovers who had left the town earlier to test out their

loves there beneath the leaves. Oh yes, we country people may

appear relatively primitive here beneath our quaint blankets of

moss and leaves that excite us so, but at least we can recognize

a Saint in a fit when we see one! I myself can even see him

from where I'm lying; he is wandering in the wilderness, alone

because all the lovers have gone down among the pomegranates,

hid among the permissive persimmon groves, or left for the

grapes. Yes, yes, I can hear his voice clearly now too, as I lie

here in the grass munching on an apple, next to my best be-

loved. He is miles away from town, in fact miles away from

everyone now, preaching with his customary seriousness to the

bananas, calling out to the multitude to whom he is angrily re-

ferring as his "poor lost brothers."
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RADIANT REASON

(1) Every lover has exactly two emblems. No, this fact is not

a well-known fact at the fingertips of the general public; but it

is apt to be clear enough to anyone with an actual experience

on earth of any kind whatsoever. The first of these two em-

blems, I feel, is a bandaged asparagus plate. But I have no idea

why I feel this — which brings up the first of two crucial ques-

tions with regard to love. A: what exactly is a bandaged as-

paragus plate? — and B: how did it become so injured in the

first place? Also, for connoisseurs of charitable gestures,

there is C: who was it put the bandages on? As interesting as

these questions are, the second emblem, which I almost forgot

to mention, is no less mysterious. Also, I forgot just exactly

what it was. (2) Oh yes, I just remembered what it was. It

is the beloved's radiant smile. This is the one which is so

amazingly changeable, various, and wavering — and certainly

so very inexplicably present, since its immediate motivation can

only be you. (3) Though always mysterious, the message such

a smile carries is actually simple: That the beloved cares for

you for no apparent reason. It is like the accompanying physi-

cal rituals that you perform together, which are characterized

by the fact that they are equally impractical from the point of

view of getting things done. Like this smile, the love to be

made must be as unfunctional for all others, and seem as un-

reasonable and as pointless, as is the handbook for jet pilots

issued to retiring zeppelin captains in 1936. Still, the justifi-

cation for everything a true beloved will do is enormous, com-

pared to the misery of the rest of the world! (4) No, there is

no greater thrill for the true lover than when he bends over to

his beloved and whispers into her ear, "Oh, lady, our love is

like a bandaged asparagus-plate!" There is no greater thrill

for me. Beloved, than when you approach me with that docile

violence which is so sweet to me (and which will always be so

sweet to me — I know this by the power of radiant reason!);

than when you lower your head, and to all my terrible sugges-

tions, physical and verbal, nod.
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Peter Bichsel

GRAMMATIK EINER ABREISE

Urn 16.03 fahrt der Zug. Der Beginn der Reise ist davon
abhangig, wie weit ihr Zimmer vom Bahnhof entfernt ist, viel-

leicht auch davon abhangig, wie weit der Bahnschalter vom
Bahnsteig entfernt ist und ob sie auf ihrem Weg zum Bahnsteig

am Schalter vorbeikommt oder ob sie erst am Bahnsteig vor-

beikommt, zum Schalter geht um die Karte zu kaufen und dann
wieder den Weg zuriick zum Bahnsteig gehen muss. Jedenfalls

ist es moglich, den Vorgang kompliziert darzustellen. Dann
muss auch erwahnt werden wie oft sie seit 14 Uhr auf die Uhr
geschaut hat, muss erwahnt werden, dass die Frequenz des auf

die Uhr schauens grosser wurde. Ein Beobachter konnte dann

wohl auch die Feststellung machen, dass die Frequenz regelmas-

sig, das heisst in einer Kurve, zunimmt, und eine komplizierte

Dartstellung konnte so weit ins Detail gehen, dass sie genau

beschreibt, wie sie um 14.07 den linken Fuss hebt, ein Vorgang,

der ihr selbst nicht bewusst wird, den linken Fuss dann vor den

rechten setzt, dasselbe mit dem rechten Fuss wiederholt, um
ihn vor den linken zu setzen. Wenn ihr dieser Vorgang selbst

bewusst werden sollte, bezeichnet sie ihn als gehen, als zum-

Schrank-gehen zum Beispiel, um eine Jacke aus dem Schrank

zu holen — auch hier wieder die Moglichkeit zu Umstanden;

Schliissel drehen, Tiir bffnen, rechte Hand, linke Hand, Jacke

vom Biigel abstreifen, Schranktiir — wenn ihr der Vorgang des

Fusshebens bewusst wird, bezeichnet sie ihn als gehen, aber

das Fussheben ist hier — sie ist zuriickgegangen zu ihrem Kof-

fer — nicht eigentlich ein Detail des Gehens, sondern des Kof-

ferpackens. Sie wird — auf ihre Tatigkeit angesprochen —
nicht von Gehen sprechen, sondern von Kofferpacken. ""Ich

packe meinen Koffer", wird sie sagen. Fraglich ist, ob sie sich

das auch selbst sagen konnte, oder ob sie es nur sagt, wenn sie

Gelegenheit hat, es jemandem mitzuteilen. Sie jedenfalls war

allein, hatte die Gelegenheit nicht, und es miissten andere

Griinde sein, dass sie sagt, dass sie sich selbst sagt: ''Ich packe
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GRAMMAR OF A DEPARTURE

At 4:03 the train leaves. The start of the trip depends on

how far her room is from the station, and maybe even on how

far the ticket window is from the track and whether she passes

the window on her way to the track or whether she passes the

track first, then goes to the window to buy her ticket and then

has to go back along the way to the track. In any case it's pos-

sible to describe the process as a complicated one. It must also

be mentioned how often she has been looking at her watch

since two o'clock, must be mentioned, that the frequency of

looking at her watch has been increasing. An observer could

even add the statement that the frequency has been increasing

regularly, that is to say in a curve, and a complicated descrip-

tion could become so detailed that it described exactly how she

raises her left foot at 2:07, a process that she herself is not con-

scious of, then puts her left foot before the right, repeats the

whole thing with her right foot, in order to put it ahead of the

left. If she were to become aware of this process, she'd call it

walking, as in walking to the closet for example, in order to get

a jacket — here too the possibility of particulars: turning the

key, opening the door, right hand, left hand, slipping the jacket

off the hanger, closet door — if she grows aware of the process

of raising her foot, she will call it walking, but raising her foot

at this moment is — she has gone back to her suitcase — not

really a detail of walking but of packing. She will — if asked

about her activity — not talk of walking but of packing. "Tm
packing my suitcase," she will say. It's open to question if she

could say that to herself or if she'd only say it given the oppor-

tunity to share it with someone. But she was alone, did not

have the opportunity and there'd have to be other reasons for

her saying, saying to herself: "I'm packing my suitcase."
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meinen Kolfer." Ob sie es tut oder nicht, hangt von der
Schwere ihrer Reise ab, nicht etwa davon, wie beschwerlich die

Reise ist, sondern davon, wie schwer es ihr fallt, die Reise an-

zutreten. Und die Reise kann so schwer sein, dass sie sich das

'dch packe meinen Koffer" nicht nur in Gedanken sagt sondern

laut vor sich hin. Und sie sagt, oder wird sagen oder wird

gesagt haben — denn auch die Zeit und die Zeiten dieses

Vorgangs sind nicht klar, und der Vorgang des Reisens, des

Kofferpackens, des Aufbrechens ist immer Vergangenheit,

Vergangenheit zum Beispiel, die Zukunft vortauscht — sie wird

sagen, hatte gesagt: ''^Ich packe meinen Koffer, ich werde meinen
Koffer packen/' Damit tauschte sie, die Vergangenheit auf ihren

Schultern hatte, Zukunft vor, indem sie sich vormachte, Gegen-

wart zu haben, die Gegenwart, Koffer zu packen. Um das Tun,

das eigentlich Vergangenheit war, schlechte Vergangenheit, und
eigentlich Zukunft, schlechte Zukunft — war und ist und sein

wird und gewesen sein wird— um endlich einmal etwas in diesem

Ablauf, der keine Gegenwart kennt, Gegenwart werden zu las-

sen, sagte sie in der Form der grammatikalischen Gegenwart:

^Tch packe meinen Koffer/'

Was mir selbst nur Vermutung war, wird mir zur Gewiss-

heit: sie kann nichts anderes gesagt haben, und sie muss es laut

und deutlich gesagt haben und vielleicht mehrmals: 'Tch packe

meinen Koffer, ich packe meinen Koffer." Und was sie sagte,

war, und sie wusste es, eine Geste, die zwar Gegenwart entstehen

liess, aber nicht der Wahrheit entsprach. Denn die Sprache,

der literarische Gebrauch, verlangt zu der Formel "reisen" die

Formel "Koffer", Reisende haben Koffer, Wandernde haben

Rucksiicke, Einkaufende haben Taschen. Und was sie hier

packte, war fast nur ein Beutel, der Form nach zwar so etwas

wie eine Reisetasche, aber dazu war sie zu klein, denn Koffer

braucht man nur fiir Reisen, deren Dauer abzurechnen ist, die

zum Beispiel am 11. September beginnen und sagen wir um den

zwanzigsten herum enden, Koffer gibt es nur fiir Reisen, die

mit der Frage: "Wann kommst du zuriick?" etwas zu tun haben.
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Whether she will or not depends on how difficult her trip is,

not on how inconvenient her trip is, but how hard it is for her

to begin her trip. And the trip can be so hard that she will not

only say in her mind "I'm packing my suitcase" but out loud

to herself. And she says, or will say or will have said — be-

cause the time and the times of this process are not clear, and

the process of the trip, of packing the suitcase, of setting out

is always the past, the past for example that would be the fu-

ture — she will say, had said: "I am packing my suitcase, I

shall pack my suitcase." By saying that, with the past on her

shoulders, she was pretending the future, by deceiving herself

that she had the present, the present to pack her suitcase. For

this action, which was really the past, the awful past, and real-

ly the future, the awful future — was and is and will be and

will have been — let something finally become the present in

this discharge of time that knows no present, she said in the

form of the grammatical present: "I am packing my suitcase."

What was once just my conjecture, becomes my certainty:

she can not have said anything else and she must have said it

loud and clear and perhaps more than once: "I am packing

my suitcase, I am packing my suitcase." And what she said

was, and she knew it, a gesture, which let the present start, but

didn't correspond to the truth. Because language, literary us-

age, demands for the formula "traveling" the formula "suit-

case, travelers have suitcases, hikers have packs, shoppers

have bags. And what she was packing was almost a kind of

bag, in its shape to be sure something like a traveling bag, but
it was too small for that, because you only need suitcases for

trips whose length you can predict, that begin for example on
the 11th of September and end let's say around the twentieth,

suitcases are only for trips that have something to do with the

question: "When are you coming back?" No coming-back.
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Ohne Zuriick keine Koffer und Reisen ohne Zuriick sind zeitlos,

finden nicht etwa in der Zukunft und schon gar nicht in der

Gegenwart statt. Dabei ist das Abreisen ein einfacher Vorgang

und es ist nicht notig, dass ich ihn beschreibe. Abreisen ist ein

Vorgang, den man sich anschauen kann auf dem Bahnhof, und
am Schalter gibt es eine Kolonne und in der Kolonne riickt

man vor, und es gibt Leute, die scheinen es gar nicht zu schaf-

fen, eine Karte zu kaufen, die geradeaus-geht, sie bestellen eine

Karte nach hier — wo das auch immer ist, dieses hier — nach

hier zuriick, und sie sichern sich ihre Zukunft.

Sie aber hat hier ihr Zimmer, wohnt hier, sagt man dem —
wo dieses hier auch immer sei — und sie fahrt um 16.03 zuriick,

zuriick in eine Vergangenheit, und sie hofft, vom Zuriick zu-

riickzukommen. Sie lebt an den Zeiten vorbei, und die Gram-

matik vermag keine Ordnung in ihr Leben zu bringen. Ob der

Koffer — so wollen wir nun doch den Beutel nennen — gepackt

ist, gepackt worden ist oder gepackt wird, andert nichts, gibt

keine Zeit her, und ich bin inzwischen ganz sicher, restlos

iiberzeugt davon, dass es nicht anders gewesen sein kann, als

dass sie einige Minuten nach 14 Uhr laut und deutlich vor sich

hin gesagt haben muss: '^Ich packe meinen Koffer."

Es gibt jedenfalls keine Griinde, Abreisen zu beschreiben,

auch wenn es eine besondere, eine ganz gewisse Abreise ist,

eine Abreise zum Beispiel und in diesem Fall vom 11. Septem-

ber des Jahres 1971 um 16.03. Die meisten — das hat jeder

selbst gesehen und das brauche ich nicht zu beschreiben — die

meisten heben ihren rechten Fuss erst auf das unterste Trittbrett

des Wagens und ziehen den linken Fuss nach und stellen ihn

auf das zweitunterste Trittbrett, es sei denn sie seien alter oder

gehbehindert, dann stellen sie wie Kinder den zweiten Fuss

neben den ersten und beginnen von vorn. Aber wenn auch

diese Bewegung ihre Funktion innerhalb des Reisens und Abrei-

sens hat, sie hat doch mit reisen nichts zu tun, denn wer weiss

schon, wenn er den linken Fuss hebt, dass er ihn hebt, und im

iibrigen nennt man das auch keineswegs fussheben, man nennt

es einsteigen.
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no suitcases and trips without a return are timeless, don't ever

take place in the future and never in the past. Compared with

that, leaving is a simple process and I don't need to describe it.

Leaving is a process that you can watch at the station, and at

the window there's a line and you push ahead in the line and

there are people, they just don't seem able to buy a ticket that

goes straight ahead, they buy a ticket to "here" — wherever

that is, this "here" — back to "here", and they protect their

future.

But she has her room here, lives here you say — wherever

this here is — and she goes back at 4:03; back to a past, and

she hopes to come back from her past. She lives past the tenses

and the grammar can't put order into her life. Whether her

suitcase — let's just call the bag that — is packed, has been

packed, or will be packed, doesn't change a thing, doesn't gain

any time, and in the meantime I'm quite sure. I'm absolutely

certain that it can't have been different at all, she must have

said to herself loud and clear a few minutes after two: "I am
packing my suitcase."

At least there are no reasons for describing departures,

even if it is a special, a very particular departure, for example

a departure and in this case one on the 11th of September of

the year 1971 at 4:03 P.M. Most people — everyone has seen

this for himself and I do not need to describe it — most people

first put their right foot on the lowest step of the car and draw

up their left foot and put it on the second lowest step, unless

they are older or have trouble walking, then like children they

put their second foot next to their first and start over again.

But even if this movement has its function within the process

of traveling and departing, it has nothing to do with traveling

itself, for who knows that he is raising his left foot when he

raises it, and besides, you don't call that raising a foot, you call

it boarding.
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Sie aber hob den rechten Fuss, und sie machte das so

geschickt, so selbstverstandlich, so leicht, dass niemandem auf-

fiel, dass hier nicht eingestiegen wurde, sondern ein Fuss geho-
ben, den einen gehoben, den andern nachgezogen, sich mit der
linken Hand am Griff gehalten, Ellbogen etwas angewinkelt,

ganz leicht und unmerklich Kraft angewendet, sie imitierte und
spielte Einsteigen, so geschickt und fast selbstverstandlich, dass

es jeder, der es gesehen hatte, fiir Einsteigen, fiir richtiges, ge-

wohnliches und unreflektiertes Einsteigen gehalten hatte — was
fiir sie zerfiel, war fiir uns eine Einheit.

Was fiir sie zerfallt, ist fiir uns eine Einheit.

War fiir sie zerfallen wird, in ein, zwei oder drei Tagen,

wird fiir mich immer eine Einheit sein.

Die Einheit des auf die Uhr schauens, die Einheit des Kof-

ferpackens, die Einheit des zum Bahnhof gehens, des in den

Zug steigens, die Einheit des Reisens, und der Vorgang des

Abreisens ist zwar beschreibbar, aber nicht beschreibenswert.

Nur habe ich Griinde, diese Abreise zu beschreiben, denn

ich habe ihr die Tasche zum Bahnhof getragen, das heisst —
jetzt und nachtraglich — fallt mir ein, dass ich es nicht getan

habe, aber ich hatte es tun sollen, ich habe es ganz einfach

vergessen, oder die Tasche, der Beutel, der Koffer war zu klein,

als dass es mir iiberhaupt hatte einfallen konnen. Ich trug also

die Tasche nicht, aber ich ging neben ihr her zum Bahnhof, und

dies Geschichte ist keinswegs so wichtig, als dass sie mitteilens-

wert ware, and ich schreibe sie fiir mich, habe sie fiir mich

geschrieben.

Denn bei einer Abreise ist alles nachvollziehbar: Fahrplan,

Fahrkartenschalter, Bahnsteig, Reiseziel.

Es hat aber seine Griinde, dass ich davon erzahle, dass man

den linken Fuss hebt und vor den rechten setzt, denn es gehorte

zu dem wenigen, was ich nachvollziehen konnte, als ich neben

ihr herging. Und es hat seine Griinde, dass ich jetzt, einige

Tage spater, mehr nachvollziehen mochte.
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But she raised her right foot, and she did it so easily and

almost as a matter of course, so gently, that no one would have

thought that no one was boarding here, instead a foot was

raised, the one, the other drawn after it, held the handle with

her left hand, her elbows slightly cornered, very easily and

unnoticeably using some strength, she imitated and played at

boarding, so easily and almost as a matter of course that any-

one who might have seen her would have taken it to be board-

ing, simple, common, unconscious boarding — what fell apart

for her was a unity for us.

What falls apart for her is a unity for us.

What will fall apart for her, in one, two or three days, will

always be a unity for me.

The unity of looking at a watch, the unity of packing a

suitcase, the unity of going to the station, of getting on the

train, the unity of traveling, and the process of departing is

describable to be sure, but not worth describing.

But I have my reasons for describing this departure, be-

cause I carried her bag to the station, that is — now and finally

— it occurs to me that I didn't do it, but I should have done it,

I simply forgot about it, or the handbag, the bag, the suitcase

was too small for me to have thought of it at all. All right,

I didn't carry her bag, but I did go along beside her to the sta-

tion and the story is in no way important enough to be shared,

and I am writing it for me, have written it for me. Because

everything that has to do with a departure can be recon-

structed: timetable, ticket window, track, destination.

But there are reasons why I am telling you about raising

your left foot and putting it ahead of the right, because it be-

longed to the few facts that I could reconstruct while I was

going along beside her. And there are reasons why I would

now, several days later, like to reconstruct more.
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Es ist anzunehmen, dass sie angekommen ist, empfangen

wurde von einer Schwester in weisser Tracht, mit einer Umar-

mung vielleicht, mit einem frohlichen Lachen sicker, vielleicht

mit dem Satz: "Da. kommt ja unsere Liebe!" vielleicht mit dem
Satz: '"Unser Sonnenschein!" denn sie ist frohlich. Und es ist

anzunehmen, dass dann die Tiir hinter ihr zufiel, und dass sie

im Halbdunkel stand und sich umsah und alles erkannte, denn

hier war sie schon, und hier ist sie wieder, und nach hier wird

sie zuriickkommen, zuriick nach ihrem Zuriick, was nicht hier

ist, wo sie wohnt. Hier, wo sie wohnt, in ihrem Zimmer, packt

sie ihre Tasche, eine Zahnbiirste, eine Tube Zahnpasta, eine

Seife, eine Hautcreme. Die Klinik erlaubt nicht, dass man

eigene Nachthemden tragt, und wo man nicht erwacht, spielt

es keine Rolle, was man tragt, und die Schwester wird sagen;

""Du bist wohl miide von der Reise, wir gehen wohl am besten

gleich schlafen, wir sehen aber gut aus, wir haben, so scheint

mir, ein bisschen zugenommen.""

Noch wird sie sich wehren gegen dieses ""wir"', wird

lacheln, wird zu Bett gehen, wird sich fiirchten vor dem Ein-

schlafen, weil sie sich fiirchten wird vor dem Erwachen, weil

sie sich fiirchtet, nicht zu erwachen. Vielleicht wird sie einen

Tag zu friih angekommen sein, vielleicht zwei.

Mehr als zwei Tage zu friih ist sie nicht.

Und dann wird sie nicht erwachen, sondern die Augen

aufschlagen, wird nicht aufstehen, sondern das Bein heben, und

dann wird alles Grammatik sein: ich du er sie es wir ihr sie,

seingewesensein, bin war, war gewesen, geworden, wird ge-

worden sein, und eine Abreise ist nicht beschreibenswert und

ich beschreibe sie nur, weil ich nicht nachvollziehen kann, was

geschieht, wenn eine Schizophrene ihren Koffer packt, um 16.03

mit dem Zug in die Klinik zu fahren, um dort ihren nachsten

Schub abzuwarten.
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It's likely that she arrived, was met by a sister in a white

costume, with an embrace perhaps, with a happy laugh for

certain, perhaps with the sentence: "There comes our love!"

perhaps with the sentence: "Our sunshine!" because she is

cheerful. And it's likely that the door closed after her and that

she stood in the half dark and looked around and recognized

everything, because she had been there before and she is here

again, and she will come back to "here", back after her coming-

back, which is not "here", where she lives. Here, where she

lives, in her room, she is packing her bag, a toothbrush, a tube

of toothpaste, a bar of soap, face cream. The clinic does not

permit your own night-gown, and where you do not wake up

it does not matter what you wear and the nurse will say: "You
are probably tired from your trip, let's go to sleep right away,

we look very good, it seems to me we have lost a little weight."

She will continue to defend herself against this "we", will

smile, will go to bed, will be afraid of falling asleep, because

she will be afraid of waking up, because she is afraid of not

waking up. Perhaps she will have come a day too early, or

even two.

But she is not more than two days too early.

And then she will not wake up, but open her eyes, will not

get up but lift her leg, and then everything will be grammar:
I you he she it we you they, be-have-been, am was, had been,

become, will have become and a departure is not worth de-

scribing and I am only describing it because I cannot tell or

feel, I cannot reconstruct what happens when a schizophrenic

packs her bag in order to travel by train at 4:03 to the clinic,

in order to wait for her next break there.

translated by Stuart Friebert
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Thomas Lux

THE DAY OF THE LACUNA

''You see, my dear angel, how dif-

ficult it is to understand each

other, and how incommunicable

all thoughts are, even between

people who love each other!"

—Charles Baudelaire

I

You limp across the first horizon

you see, across any

horizon. It's all over,

you've stopped kidding yourself

about the silo

that leans into your sleep.

Your collateral, a shoulder

and half your teeth,

has been taken away.

No more driving all night

with the coldest cup of salt

beside you.

No more foolish swordsman

trying to marry

the weightlifter's daughter.

Climbing trees

with your hands in your pockets,

vacationing on ice-floes,

it's all over.

You've been picked off.

You're on a hill two miles away

watching your body.

From here, it looks black.

Wait a minute, there's a little light.

Yes, it looks gray, it looks gray.
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II

I don't like to be called a liar

more than one hundred times a day.

I'm sensitive, I need

a certain shipwreck tenderness,

I freeze in the shadow

of a glass of black water.

When I put on my hat

people think I'm an acorn.

I like that.

Forgive me once more and you'll regret it.

Divorce me, monosyllabically,

once more, and you'll regret it.

Dump my letters over the side

of your rowboat — you'll regret it.

I can't live without silence.

If I feel like walking

through a forest I hire

a man to walk before me
and cover each old leaf with vaseline,

to put a tiny hood over the head

of every sparrow.

I want air against air

to be the only sound.

And think this over: should

there be a future?
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Ill

Right now she's a fossil.

No, she's riding a bicycle

down a hill while the dreamer

becomes less visible,

sunken more into himself.

Who needs to haul around

this barrel of ashes?

And who's asking the questions

around here, a typhoon?

There's no electricity in my house.

At night, if I want to write

a postcard, I hold a pencil

in one hand, a match in the other.

Tm ambidextrous.

Looking up, I see the last piano

in my life falling.

I hear a few small knocks in my chest,

I don't care. I've given up

all stimulants, especially chloroform.

I call her my waterlily mousetrap.

I'm sitting in a shell hole

and I call her.

I call her my little palindrome.

I call her from the far end

of the desert. I call her.
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IV

I forget what happened next.

She drove the car off the bridge,

she walked away

with the glider pilot?

ril get over it.

I work all day to fit three murders,

a divorce, and several luncheon dates

into one line.

It's no use. I'm awake two weeks

guarding the equator, I hold myself

for a two dollar ransom,

nothing seems to help . . .

I vote for my own parole!

I think I'll forget you.

There, I've done it.

Like a thing left out on the lawn

all night — in the morning

it's changed, warped, will never

fit your hand again.

These thoughts return concurrently,

at first familiar, then frightening,

then an embarrassment.

The last thing I said was:

Your Honor, please. I'm not really

the boy embezzler!
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V

It's a normal, urbane day.

A stranger knocks on my door,

comes in, and pitches

a tent in my livingroom.

Only two things bother me:

his arrogance, the muffled

sounds from within . . .

But when he leaves

he leaves a small gift,

say, a locket

containing a fish hook.

In other words, a survival locket.

Or, say, something smaller

and even more intimate,

such as the shoelace

with which Gerard de Nerval hung himself.

The rest of the day goes

like this: my pastoral nature vanishes

and I climb upon the mobile unit

used for collecting blood,

all my simple translations,

finally, turned into hunchbacks.

I didn't have a bad time today.

Now, leave me alone

while I count my pock marks.
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VI

Today is the day of the lacuna.

A piece of onion skin

falls on my head, triple concussion.

I look at my bureau —
the first drawer, empty,

the second, nothing, the third . . .

It's just another case

of lockjaw, nothing new.

At this point, let me introduce

the Island Women, or:

the young girls who drive

long cars into the sea.

Let's watch them, one after another,

disappear into the waves.

Let's watch the waves, one after another,

hug them backwards.

And one last introduction:

the famous poet who, on the longest

walk to Siberia, composed

over 300 perfect, I mean

flawless, rondelles.

I can't stand this honesty!

When I say that

the haunted flute

is torn from my lips.
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VII

I'm an escapee. Everyday,

when I'm ready to go to work,

I tie my sheets together

and climb out the window.

On the way down
I consider this slender life,

I consider the vodka advantages.

Mr. Avalanche,

there are many questions.

For instance, how you were dressed

when first apprehended.

Do you still lie on the beach all day?

Do you still lie there

in your cabana

more concerned with your tan than ever?

Do you continue to refer to yourself

as a "dull, sublunary lover"?

Do you long for the warm drink

prepared for invalids?

Will you ever get over it?

On the way home I climb

back up the same sheets.

They're muddy from dozens

of footprints, dozens of escapes,

dozens of returns.
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VIII

I love you so much I love

chasing the black snakes

from your ice skating rink.

For you. Til find the one man
who is the most vicious,

the most terrible.

When I give him a judo chop

ril dedicate it to you.

Satina, my dear, invented in a dream,

what is this sludge?

Everyone but us has given up

their bad habits, and still,

when they touch, it is

as though they're probing minefields.

What else can I say?

Wearing my new housecoat my arms

are pinned down.

I don't use a mirror anymore.

I just drape my coat, my pants,

over a chair and stare

at them, stare at myself.

Sometimes, I feel my business

is morally wrong, other times

/2-inch bandages fall like snow,

thousands, falling like snow.
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IX

I feel uneasy in my own house.

When I get down on my knees

I notice a breeze going by

one inch from the floor,

I notice the difficulty a spider has,

walking there, pressing

one leg forward at a time . . .

And sounds, the sounds

in this house. The fragile

sound of a razor blade,

dropped on the floor.

Or something a little louder,

a toy machete, tossed

at my feet, or why not,

something much louder,

a housetrailer going over a cliff,

the people inside asleep,

the low whistle getting harsher,

the heart attack getting longer . . .

Will you visit me soon?

Follow the river until

it becomes a small stream

in those mountains over there.

Take your first left, keep walking.

Forget your shattered profile.
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X

Suppose you're really a cliffdweller.

Suppose a white sock

dangling from a cliff

describes every possible secret

in your life.

Suppose you're on the roof

of a hospital tossing shard

after shard into the wind . . .

Wait, don't let this get away

from you. Be careful.

Dial this number for the columns

of milk, the messengers

of bread. It's early, relax.

The snow on the windowsill

is not yet bitter,

each follicle is not yet annoying.

And the woman, don't forget her,

on the other side of the lake.

She's yelling something.

You can't quite hear her,

but you don't think she's saying goodbye.

You're too far away to read her lips,

but you don't think

she's saying goodbye.

You could be wrong.
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Gunter Eich

ERWERB

Klein zu klein,

weil es lohnt,

weil dann

alles da ist,

grau und einsichtig,

und die Kinder unrecht haben,

offene Worter, offene Steine,

handlich zum Wurf, —

weil die Kinder unrecht haben,

weil es lohnt,

zieh die Schulter nicht ein!
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GAIN

Small to small,

because it pays,

because everything's

there then,

gray and sensible,

and the children are wrong,

open words, open stones,

handy for throwing, —

because the children are wrong,

because it pays,

don't pull your shoulder in!

translated by Stuart Friebert
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Sandra McPherson

''LEAVES THE COLOR OF LIBRARY DOORS"

Leaves the color of library doors

on the steps — hard clouds!

Best Days of October, 1971.

A man is snoring like a bridge in high winds

near the microfilm.

Why does Father dream

against tall windows?

Forget? Is this the place to forget?

Great staircases, take him

down gently

until the leaves begin appearing

at his leather feet.
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SELECTIVE LETTER

Embarrassment, foolishness, and fear,

two hundred thirty eight buttercups,

rain and tea —

I write a letter:

Dear Z . . .

Lm at the beach,

pocketing shells and agates,

swinging a walking stick that goes chg chg beside me.

Where you see that point

the town Bay Ocean washed out.

Shags fly and a heron's stuck in the shallows

lettered with snags.

In small fire-green firs by a lighthouse

goldfinches jerk.

And in the surf a couple in wetsuits

tear crabs' claws off

and let them go.

Blond sea lions scoop themselves up on those ledges;

one partly decomposed pup dozes

where the dunes rear up.

The proudest bouquet lies on the cliffs:

salmonberry, salal, wild iris, wild rose —
biting wind.

And my three

black ships on the horizon . . .

My dear Z,

I am really home again

trying to get some sun

on the front steps.
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When I think of you it is with

embarrassment, foolishness, and fear.

And so I count the buttercups,

238 ,

through showers of rain

and I have even spilled my tea.
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COLLAP5ARS

The problem with

black holes is

She would see

if I had a problem.

She read my birth

and I grew cold.

The chart held a ""dark time"'

for a ""near" woman
in the snow stars of Christmas.

No, I said,

tragedies like that —

there is no way
to see them

or hear them.

As one hears

even in sleep

a man shouting Fire!

in the street.

They are stars

that have collapsed,

suffered what

even hard winter

doesn't bring:

snow fallen between houses

like a body

between bed and door.

Inhaling then choking

is called an implosion.
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Without realizing

what happens,

you reach intensity . . .

The matter

in such stars

has been squashed together

like a victim

of a fire

carried down in a bag,

half size,

but then again and again,

fire after fire.

into forms

unknown on earth,

because our knowledge

has made us rare

and cold. How
can I look at it,

matter so dense

its gravitational field

prevents any kind

of radiation

from escaping.

I have kept my body heat

in heavy sweaters

and weatherstripping,

while earth's night grows colder

and what was burned

freezes.

From that body

could a soul be escaping?
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You couldn't see one

if it was right

next to you;

Miss Nugent was like that.

She must have walked

right by our house

twice a day. I never

saw her, never saw

her take the steps

one by one up to her apartment

after work and switch

on the light.

if you shone

a light on it

today, in the noon

after the fire broke out

like the sun's own rooster

rising from her window,

way too early

in the dark holiday morning,

licking up story after story,

the light would

simply disappear

like a Christmas present

we missed

and sifted the ashes for,

thrown away with its wrapping,

into the black hole.
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And what spark doesn't

desire all? And what

kind of star

visited a woman that night,

thirty-five,

of a secretary's passions,

ninety-eight point six?
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Rainer Maria Rilke

THIRD ELEGY

It's one thing

to sing the beloved

That hidden

guilty river-god

of the blood

is something else

What does her young

lover she can recognize

even at a distance

understand of that

lord of desire who often

from solitude

(before the girl soothed him

and often as if

she didn't exist)

raised his godhead

dripping with what

unrecognizable stuff

rousing the night

to a continuous

tumult

Oh Neptune of the

blood his terrible

trident

Oh the dark wind

sounding from his chest

through the spiral conch

Listen to the night

scooping and hollowing out . .

You stars

doesn't the lover's

delight in his

loved one's features



come from you ?

Doesn't his

secret insight

into her pure

face come from the pure

constellations ?

It wasn't you

oh no and it wasn't

his mother

who bent his brows

to this expectant

arch

Not from your mouth

girl so aware of him

not from that contact

did his lips

curve into this

fruitful expression

Did you really think

your soft approach

could shake him

that way

you who walk

like the wind at dawn ?

Oh yes you startled

his heart

but more ancient fears

crashed down inside him

at the shock of your

touch

Call him . . .

you can't free him completely

from those dark companions

Of course he wants to escape

and he does and

relieved he gets used to
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your heart's

seclusion and takes hold

and begins to be himself

But did he

ever begin

to be himself ?

Mother

you made him little

you started him

he was new to you

and you arched

the friendly world

over his new eyes

to shut out

the strange one

Where where

are the years

when your slender

shape was simply

enough to block out

approaching chaos ?

You hid so much from him

rendering harmless

the room that grew

suspicious at

night and from the full

sanctuary of your heart

you mixed some

humanity into his

nightspace

And you set the night-light

not in the darkness

but in your nearness

your presence

and it seemed to shine

out of friendship
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There wasn't a creak

you couldn't explain

smiling

as if you had known for a long time

exactly when

the floor would misbehave .

And he listened

and he was soothed

That's what your

getting up

so tenderly

achieved: his tall

cloaked fate went back

behind the wardrobe

and his unruly

future (so easily

mussed) conformed to the folds

of the curtains

And while he lay there

relieved with your

image

dissolving sweetly

under his drowsy lids

as he sank toward sleep

he seemed protected . . .

but within

who could divert

or contain

the floods

of his origin ?

Ah there were

no precautions for sleep

. . . sleeping

but dreaming but

running a fever

how he went at it !
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He the new one

the shy one

how he was tangled

in the spreading

roots and tendrils

of inner event

twisting in primitive patterns

in choking growths

in the shapes

of killer animals

How he submitted

Made love

Loved his own
inwardness his

wildness

the primeval forest inside him

where his heart stood

like a green shoot

among huge fallen trees

Made love

Let it go went on

down through his own
roots and out

to the monstrous beginning

where his little birth

had happened so long ago

Loving it

he waded out

into the ancient blood

through the canyons

where horror itself

lay gorged from eating

his fathers and every

terror knew him and

winked in

complicity
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Yes Atrocity

smiled

seldom had you
smiled that tenderly

mother

he love it

Why shouldn't

since it had smiled

He loved it

before he loved

you because

when you carried him
it was already dissolved

in the water that makes

the embryo float .

You see

we don't love

a single season

like the flowers

When we love

a sap

older than time

rises through our arms

My dear

it's like this :

that we love inside ourselves

not one person not

some future being but

teeming multitudes

not a particular child

but the fathers

who lie at rest

in our depths

like ruined mountains

and the dry

riverbeds
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of earlier mothers

and the whole

soundless

landscape

under the clouded

or clear

sky of its destiny

this my dear

came before you .

And you yourself

what do you know ?

You stirred up

prehistory

in your lover

What passions

welled up

from those long dead beings

What women
hated you

what kind of men
lost in darkness

did you waken within

his youthful veins ?

Dead children

strained to touch you

Oh gently

gently

do a loving

day's work

for his sake

lead him

toward the garden

let him have

more than enough of night . . .

Hold him

back . . .



FOURTH ELEGY

O trees of life

when is your

winter ?

We're not in tune

we're not

instinctive

like migrating birds

Overtaken

overdue

we push ourselves

suddenly into

the winds

and then fall

in an indifferent pond

We understand

blooming and

withering we know them

both at once

And somewhere

lions roam

knowing nothing

of weakness

so long as

their majesty lasts .

But we when
we're fully intent

on one thing

can already feel

the pull of another

Hatred

comes next

Aren't lovers

always

coming to sheer

drop-offs inside

each other



they who promised themselves

open spaces good hunting

a homeland ?

As when for some

quick sketch

a contrasting

background's prepared

with the greatest

care

so we can see

the drawing

No effort is spared

We don't know
the contour

of feeling

we only know
what molds it

from without

Who hasn't sat tense

before his own heart's

curtain ?

It rose

there was

the scenery of departure

Easy to understand

The familiar

garden

swaying slightly

Then the dancer

appeared

Not him\ Enough!

However lightly

he moves
he's just disguised

and he turns

into a burgher

who enters his

house by way of

the kitchen



I don't want

those half-filled

masks

a doll a puppet

is better it's full

I can endure

the stuffed body

and the wire

and the face

that's pure appearance

Here

I'm waiting

Even if the lights

go out

even if they tell me
"That's all"

even if emptiness

drifts

from the stage

in gray puffs of air

even if

none of my
silent ancestors

sits by me

any more

no woman
not even

the boy

with brown

squinting eyes

I'll stay put

anyway One can always

watch . . .

Don't you think I'm right ?

You father

whose life
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tasted so bitter

after you tasted

mine

the first thick

doses of my
necessity

still tasting

again and again

as I grew up

and intrigued

by the aftertaste

of such a strange future

tried out

my cloudy gaze

— you

my father who
so often since

your own death

have had fears about me
deep in my own

hope

giving up

that calm

the dead have

surrendering whole

kingdoms of calm for my
morsel of fate

Don't you think I'm right ?

And you

don't you think so ?

you who loved me
for my little

beginning

of love for you

that I always

lost track of



because the distances

in your face

even as I loved it

turned into

outer space

where you
no longer

existed . . .

When I'm in the mood
to wait in front of

the puppet stage

no rather

to stare

so intently

that finally

an angel must come

as an actor

to make up for

my staring

pulling the stuffed body

up to life

Angel and puppet :

then at last

there's a play

Then what we separate

by our very

existing

comes together

Then the whole

cycle of change

finds its first

origin

in the seasons

of our life

Above us then

and just beyond
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the angel is playing

Look

surely the dying

should guess

how full of pretence

everything

we achieve

here is

Nothing

is really itself

Oh the hours

in childhood

when the shapes of things

spoke of more

than the past

and when what lay

ahead of us

wasn't the future

We grew of course

and we sometimes

hurried

to grow up sooner

half for the sake

of those

who had nothing more

than the fact

of being grown up

Yet we amused ourselves

in our solitary

play

with permanent things

and we stood there

in that gap

between

world and

plaything
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on a place

that had been

prepared

from the start

for some pure

event .

Who shows a child

as he really is ?

Who sets him

among the stars

and puts

the measure of distance

in his hand ?

Who makes

the child's death

out of gray bread

that gets hard

who leaves it

there in his

round mouth

like the core

of a lovely

apple ?

Murderers aren't

hard to comprehend

But this :

to contain death

the whole of death

even before

life has begun

to hold it so

gently and not to be

angry

this

is

indescribable
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Benjamin Peret

WHERE ARE YOU

I'd like to speak to you cracked crystal crying like a dog in a

night of wind-whipped laundry

like a dismasted ship into which the foaming sea-moss is be-

ginning to creep

in the very midst of which a cat is mewing because all the rats

have already left

rd like to speak to you like a tree uprooted in a windstorm

which has shaken the telegraph wires so much
they look like a scrub-brush for mountains closely resembling

the lower jaw of a tiger

which is gnashing away at me with the disconcerting sound of

a bashed-down door

rd like to speak to you like a subway-train broken down in

front of the entrance

to a subway-station

into which I stride with a splinter in one toe like a bird in a vine

which is no more capable of yielding the desired wine than a

closed-off street

where I wander footloose as a wig in a fireplace

which has not warmed anything for so long

it thinks it's a snackbar-counter

on which the rings left by glasses form a long long chain

So ril simply say to you

that I love you as the kernel of corn loves the sun rising high

above its blackbird head

translated by Michael Benedikt
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Shirley Kaufman

GONE WITH THE POPCORN

I set the table with model

airplanes, something to work on

while you eat the warmed-over food,

but I run out of glue

and it's too late to send down
to the hardware store for more.

We might have flown them

off the front porch

after dinner, watching them

glide under the sad trees

before it got too dark

to look for them.

The dark is always

sooner than we expected,

and I forget what I say

as soon as I say it. Like:

I don't want to get old

in traffic, or hold my hand.

So we go to see that old

movie again, and I cry

as I always do

when she comes home

to Tara just before

intermission. The war

is worse than ever,

soldiers bleeding all over

Atlanta, and I want

to make some profound

epigram about what

we don't learn from history.
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But it gets personal.

I think I must be secretly

loving someone I can't

have, and why don't you

walk out on me saying

you don't give a damn?
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Karl Krolow

DEUTSCHER SOMMER 1971

Die lange Dauer der Hitze —
wer will noch von ihr wissen?

Man liebte sich, wie es kam.

Warum hattest du Angst?

Die Vegetation

war noch nie so dicht.

Versteck deine Absichten griindlich

Viele redeten weiter von Marx.

Dabei blieb es heifi.

Hast du Zeit, bist du frei?

Die dunkelgriinen Laubwalder,

hoher als friiher.

Einiges stank zum Himmel.

Einiges schwieg.

Und du bist bei mir

ganz und gar schbn.

Einige redeten weiter von Mao.

Dabei blieb es heijS.

Die Kdrperoffnungen lebten

in volliger Freiheit.

Einige hoben die Achseln,

meinten — ein strenger Sommer.

Viele begannen

vom Dollar zu reden

bei langer Dauer der Hitze.

Im Augenblick regnet es draufien.
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GERMAN SUMMER 1971

The whole length of the heat —
is anybody still interested in it?

People made love if they got that far.

Why were you afraid?

The vegetation

has never been so thick.

Hide your intentions very carefully

!

Many talked on about Marx.

The weather stayed hot.

Have you got time, are you free?

The dark green foliage,

higher than before.

Some of it stank to the heavens.

Some of it grew silent.

And you're really

very beautiful, you know.

Some talked on about Mao.

The weather stayed hot.

Body openings had

total freedom.

Some people lifted their shoulders,

thought — a rough summer.

A lot of people began

talking about the dollar

during the whole length of the heat.

At the moment it's raining outside.
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ICH BIN MIR NICHT ZU GUT

Ich bin mir nicht zu gut

fiir einiges, das geschehen konnte.

Nichts geschieht, kein

Stummfilm mit zu schneller

Handlung, hoflich verschwindend

hinter unbekannter Regie.

Natiirlich kein Blut

auf meinem Schreibtisch —
ich schreibe nicht auf,

was ich verier in einem Nebensatz

oder beim dritten Lauten

an der Wohnungstiir.

Nichts geschieht. Ich will nicht

die Welt retten. Ich versuche

mit meinen Worten

durch feindliche Linien zu kommen.

Dafiir wachsen noch manchmal

meine Finger durch fremdes Haar,

besorge ich taglich mir selber

den Tod mit allem, was recht ist.
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I'M NOT TOO GOOD

Tm not too good

for some things that could happen.

Nothing's happening now, no

silent movie with a plot

that's too quick, disappearing

politely behind an unknown director.

Of course there's no blood

on my desk —
Tm not writing down
what I lost in a dependent clause

or by the third ring

of my apartment door.

Nothing's happening, I don't want

to save the world. Tm just trying

to get through enemy lines

with my words.

So sometimes my fingers

grow through strange hair

and every day

I'll get myself some death

any way I can.

translated by Stuart Friebert
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Andrew G. Carrigan

RUSTLIN

Rustlin! Rustlin!

shouted Zabellon

limping into the bunkhouse

Rustlers ! Rustlers

!

he repeated

Glory me Zoobellon

Glory —
Woman!

how many times do I

tell you my name is

Zabellon not Zoobellon

Now
get them good-fer-loafin

sons of yern out in them

woods that line the south

pasture and don't fergit the

shot fer the guns like lastime

that's where I beared the

rustlin blow out that

candle from offen that table

git to it boys!

Reckin they're after ours maw
inquired Zelda

Lord if I know chile

Woman! git that moonin heffer

of yern out there grazin with

the cattle

Listen daughter the

cattle'll follow you so soons

you git their attention
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you graze over toward the wood

yer brothers'll see they

don't git away

and don't

make nothin but yer usual

lowin sound till yer in

their lair we'll hold 'em

fer ya

Zabellon and his woman
lay behind the watertrough

beneath his broad brimmed

hat watching the herd

work its way across the

silver field that lay

just beyond the corral where

the horses stood sleeping

their heads drooping over the

wooden fence toward the wood

in a disinterested manner

Zoobellon I mean Zabellon

gave maw a little squeeze

as they heard again the

rustlin in the wood
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David Smith

A NOTE ON VALLEJO'S TRILCE

Trike was begun in 1919 during Cesar Vallejo's bohemian
days in Lima. He was 27, a love affair had just collapsed, his

teaching job paid little and his mother died the year before.

He was subject to profound depressions. At night, he fre-

quented the downtown bars and opium parlors in the Chinese

quarter. The summer of 1920 Vallejo returned home to Santi-

ago. There he was falsely accused of instigating a political dis-

turbance. He hid in Mansiche but was caught two months
later. In Human Poems, Vallejo refers to his 112 days in the

Trujillo jail as "the gravest moment in my life." As a fugitive

and prisoner, he revised the poems from the last two years and

added several. Back in Lima, he revised them again, wrote a

few more and had them published in 1922 as Trike. Vallejo's

second book, it marks the beginning of his mature work. The

experience of imprisonment permanently altered the trajectory

of his poetry. In the 77 poems of Trike there is a multiplicity

of techniques and a variety of tonalities unprecedented in Latin

American writing. In the diction, neologisms, biologisms, ar-

chaisms and colloquialisms burst forth in expressive series of

associations. Language is stripped of grammar and logic, syn-

tax is juggled, and new verbs are born from nouns, adjectives

and prepositions. In its most radical aspect, it uses puerile

speech and guttural rhythms and plunges into incomprehensible

passages of despair. Until almost 20 years ago. Trike was

Vallejo's best known poetry, influencing a generation of Latin

American poets. Its principal difficulty stems from its relation

to events which have only recently been clarified by the grow-

ing number of fine Vallejo studies in Spanish.
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Cesar Vallejo

FROM TRILCE

XX

DOWN THERE WITH THE BLINDED BEATING CREAM
from ideal rock. Well I barely

shove the 1 next to the 1 to not fall down.

That man with a moustache. Sol,

his only wheel branded, fifth and perfect,

and from itself on upward.

Babble of breach-flap buttons,

loosened,

babble reprimanding A subordinated vertical.

The juridical plumbing. The delicious shirotta.

Plus I suffer. On this part. And that part.

And me here drooling, Tm
a beautiful person, when
the williamthesecond man
outbids and sweats felicity

in big drops, putting a shine on the shoes

of his little three-year-old girl.

The bearded fellow frowns and rubs a side.

The child meanwhile puts her index finger

on her tongue which is spelling out

the puzzles of the puzzles of the puzzles,

and anoints the other shoe, privately,

with a bit of saliva and dirt,

just a little bit,

no mor

.e.
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XXI

IN AN AUTO ARTERIED WITH VICIOUS CIRCLES
december comes back so changed,

with his gold in disgrace. Who would see him:

december with his 31 broken skins,

the poor bastard.

I remember him. We had magnificence,

mouths encircled with sneers,

dragging infinite suspicions on the ground.

How could I forget

the meager mister Twelve.

I remember him. And today december comes back

so changed, the breath of bad luck,

frozen, snivelling humiliation.

And the tenderous ostrich,

how has he loved her, how has he adored her.

But she's shod all of her differences.
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XXII

IT'S POSSIBLE THEY PURSUE ME TILL FOUR
magistrates returned. It's possible they judge me peter .

Four humanities joined just!

Don Juan Jacob's about to do it,

and the insults they lavish in his loneliness,

as if he were a fool. Well done.

Broken-up lantern, the day induces to give it something,

and hangs there

like an asterisk begging

from its own perhaps what repairs.

Now it chirapates so pretty

in this peace of a single line,

here I am,

here I am, from whom Tm hanging,

so that you satiate my corners.

And if, these overflowings,

you spill yourself with greater kindness.

I'll pull it from where it isn't.

I'll forge other little dregs from madness,

insatiable urges

to level and love.

If, well, we always went to the date

with as much as enters on the other side,

now, chirapated eternal and all,

I have me, from whom I'm hanging,

I'm still on the edge. I have me\



XXIII

COUNTLESS ESSENCE OF MY INFANCY, MOTHER,
those biscuits from that sunbaked cornmill.

Oh your four begging gorges, so poorly whined.

The two last sisters, Miguel who died

and me dragging myself along

one braid for each letter in the spellingbook.

In the upstairs hall you handed out

the mornings and the afternoons,

those rich hosts of time, so that

now we'd have too many

husks of watches flexing midnight,

never moving again.

Mother, and now! Now in which alveolus

would remain, in what capillary cutting,

certain crumb which sticks in my throat today

and won't go down. Today when even

your pure bones will be flour

with nowhere to knead

tender candymaker of love!

even in the crude dark, even in the great molar

whose gums beat in that lacteal dimple

which loosely works and buds — you saw it so often!

in the little fists of the newborn.

The ground will get this from your silence,

how they go on charging us all

the rent for this world where you leave us

and the price of that unending bread.
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And they charge us for it, when, we were

just kids then, didn't you see us,

we couldn't have taken anything

from anybody; when you said so,

right, mama?

XXIV

AT THE EDGE OF A FLOWERY GRAVE
two marias are weeping past,

weeping like the sea.

The featherless ostrich of memory
stretches out its very last quill,

and with it Peter's negative hand

engraves on one palm Sunday

resonances of obsequies and stones.

From the edge of this shifted grave

the two marias go off singing.

Monday.
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XXV

CHESSBISHOPS SHY TO ADHERE
to the juncture, to the bottom, to your crown,

to the underside of the numerators afoot.

Chessbishops and little ferret-holes of wolfish stacked.

After sniffing the slatch of every caravel

tracked down without america,

they surrender the handles with spasms of misfortune,

with puny pulse poorly habituated

to sounding on the dorsal of the doll.

And the most acute tripleness

gets tonsured and down, and frankly

innazalates toward the icicles

of infinity pity.

Somber backs are snorting

while porting, pendant from musty petrels

the silken badges with their seven colors

under zero, going from the guano islands

to the guano islands.

So much for the sores on the intemperance of poor

faith.

So much for the time of the rounds. So much for the rodeo

for the future plans,

when inanimate italics relate solely

disappointed tiptoed crusades.

They come then chessbishops to adhere

even to the false doors among the idle.

translated by David Smith
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Danny L. Rendleman

GUILE

This is a winter. Missy, Emily,

to grow old with,

to set bones by

This cold is unkind, loud,

chipped porcelain,

comes daily, daily

in small envelopes

The windchime is frozen

shut, tastes of brown

paper, pennies, hover

We are autumn

implements caught softly,

it would seem, in cobwebs,

violets welded to glass

Another guitar

weathers the night, in pine,

by moon, by just your old used-to-be
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HOTEL CALICO

for my father

Beds turned down
into death's own gloves.

Night-clerk filigreed,

the cold round moon
floats out and up,

a blue surprise.

You are brown and young

in an old photograph

somewhere in Illinois.

This is your room,

your white Bible,

gold rings on the sill.

You are father and son,

the inside of a suit.

Bellhop, haven't you

the time of my next train,

change for a dollar?

Wasn't there a call?

All the mirrors, every

mirror is braceleted with rue.
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THE GIRL WHO SWEEPS THE PORCH

Sweeps up all the silent birds that have fallen from her loud

hair, stands widowed on the drear edge of a season, humming

her song. She remembers something, no longer remembers

the words, the words. The words elude her, hide in the rugs

she is shaking.

Her children have forgiven her too soon. She envies the vision

of their fathers snarled in their sleep.

These leaves, she thinks, curled around my house, are more

favorite, are better boys and girls. It is wiser to covet than

to envy, she believes.

All night the wind rises, rain dances on the roof in black rubber

boots. Her legs twine and languor beneath flowered sheets in

the cool and the dark. The air is ill, ozoned, out-of-sorts.

There are small warm mouths upon her mouth and tongue and

teeth. She is asleep and does not know who is loving her.

In Cleveland a man comes home to yellow light and faded blue

paisley scarves at every window. Days here shorten without

rain.

She is asleep and does not know who is loving her, the children,

the leaves, the words to the small song she awakes each morn-
ing humming in her clean winter home.

Her last dream concerns wrists. That and streamers from the

doomed elms. That and wood smoke. That and.
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Today she sweeps the porch again. The air become larger. Her

hair shorter, subdued. The birds are gone, splintered with cold,

or, instead, woven into one long wing darkening the pale sky.

The girl ignores the leaves, each suddenly a hotel, worse.

She forgets something, remembers the kisses of one night and

she remembers every good time and word.
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CONTRIBUTORS

MICHAEL BENEDIKT'S latest book
is Mole Notes (Wesleyan), a collec-

tion of prose poems. He is also the

editor-translator of Twenty-Two
Poems of Robert Desnos (Kayak
Press, 1972) and a forthcoming col-

lection of Surrealist poetry and
prose.

PETER BICHSEL, Max Kade Writer-

in-Residence at Oberlin from Janu-

ary to March 1972, has published

two major collections of short stor-

ies and a novel. Die Jahreszeiten,

for which he received the distin-

guished prize of the Gruppe '47.

"Grammar of a Departure" is a new
work.

ANDREW CARRIGAN teaches in

the Ann Arbor school system. His

work will be represented in Three,

due shortly from Sumac Press.

tllLDE DOMIN, who recently gave

a reading tour in this country, has

published widely: five books of

poems, a novel, numerous short

stories, in addition to a much-dis-

cussed work on poetics, Wozu
Lyrik heutel This is her first ap-

pearance in FIELD.

GUNTER EICH was last repre-

sented in FIELD by a group of prose

poems in #5. The poem printed

here appears for the first time.

GARY GILDNER'S second collec-

tion, Digging for Indians, was pub-

lished last fall by the University of

Pittsburgh Press.

SHIRLEY KAUFMAN lives in San

Francisco and is the author of The

Floor Keeps Turning (Pittsburgh).

This is her first appearance in

FIELD.

KARL KROLOW, a frequent con-

tributor to FIELD, has been averag-

ing a major collection of poems
yearly for the past several years.

The poems in this issue, not pre-

viously published, will be in his

next book, due in the fall.

THOMAS LUX, who appeared pre-

viously in FIELD #2 and #5, is

working this year as managing edi-

tor of The Iowa Review, and will

be Poet-in-Residence at Emerson

College in the fall. A collection of

poems. Memory's Handgrenade, is

due soon from Pym-Randall Press.

SANDRA MCPHERSON'S first col-

lection was Elegies for the Hot Sea-

son. She recently received an

Ingram Merrill Foundation Grant to

aid her in the completion of a sec-

ond book of poems.

BENJAMIN PtRET, whose collected

works are now being assembled

and issued by the firm of Eric Los-

feld in Paris, was one of the original

members of the Surrealist group.

With Breton, Aragon, Soupalt and

others he dropped out of Dada in

1924, and remained one of the late

adherents of the Surrealist move-

ment until his death in 1959.

"Where Are You" is from Un Point

C'est Tout, a collection of 1942 orig-

inally published in Feu Central

(Editions K., 1947). His translator,

MICHAEL BENEDIKT, writes:

"Peret's poems remind me of

cracked equations; their premises

are so outrageous, their internal

logic so impeccable. His work
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seems to me to have the air of some

man with elegant gestures and the

most perfectly courtly manners, ex-

cept that his belt keeps breaking

and his pants keep falling off. It

is essential to Peret's style that this

hypothetical gentleman bow polite-

ly, then exit through a concealed

trapdoor which opens suddenly be-

neath his feet. I love Peret for his

contempt for both madness and

logic."

DANNY L RENDLEMAN'5 book.

Signals to the Blind, is scheduled

for April publication from Ithaca

House. He writes, "Put something

else in the contributor notes than

that I'm from Flint, Michigan. May-
be my book. Maybe that the All-

man Brothers at the Fillmore is my
current favorite record."

With the Third and Fourth Duino

Elegies of RAINER MARIA RILKE,

we continue our "serialization" of

a new translation of the Elegies.

DENNIS SCHMITZ is a frequent

contributor to FIELD. He lives in

Sacramento, California. His limited

edition pamphlet. Double Expo-

sures, with a silkscreen cover by

Forbes Whiteside, can be ordered

from the Triskelion Press, 171 Elm
St., Oberlin, Ohio.

RICHARD SHELTON lives in the

Tucson Mountains west of Tucson,

Arizona, and teaches poetry writing

at the U. of Arizona. He will have

shorter collections this year from

two small presses: The Heroes of

Our Time (Best Cellar Press) and

Calendar (Baleen Press). His next

major collection. Of All the Dirty

Words, is to be published by Pitts-

burgh in October, 1972.

CHARLES SIMIC has a new book
entitled White coming out shortly

from New Rivers Press. It is one

long poem. He is also the author of

Dismantling the Silence (Braziller).

Simic lives and teaches in Hayward,

California.

MARK STRAND has been teaching

at Brooklyn this year, working very

hard on the long poem which heads

this issue, and writing some art

criticism, most notably on Edward
Hopper.

CESAR VALLEJO and Trike are

described by translator DAVID
SMITH in his note in this issue.

Smith's is the first translation of

Trike in its entirety into English.

It will be published by Grossman/
Mushinsha and distributed by Vik-

ing Press.
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